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Abstract

Technical Note

IntroductIon

Digital pathology is the technology of converting a glass slide 
with tissue section on it into a digital image. This image can then 
be acquired, viewed, annotated, shared, networked, archived, 
and retrieved.[1] Used primarily in research and education, this 
technology provides access to digital images or whole‑slide 
images (WSI) from anywhere across the globe, supporting 
collaboration and remote sign‑out. USFDA approval of two 
digital pathology solutions for primary diagnosis has enabled 
their application in clinical diagnosis.[2,3]

Our laboratory is attached to a large oncology hospital chain. 
Since March 2019, we have successfully transformed it into 

a 100% digital pathology laboratory for primary diagnosis in 
histopathology. The digital pathology deployment includes:
1. A FDA‑approved Philips UFS 300 (Ultrafast scanner 300) 

scanner with Image Management System (IMS) software
2. Medical‑grade Barco monitors; and
3. A 150TB local server for archiving.

Background: Remote reporting in anatomic pathology is an important advantage of digital pathology that has not been much explored. 
The COVID‑19 pandemic has provided an opportunity to explore this important application of digital pathology system in a tertiary care 
cancer center to ensure patient care and staff safety. Regulatory guidelines have been described for remote reporting following the pandemic. 
Herein, we describe our experience of validation of digital pathology workflow for remote reporting to encourage pathologists to utilize 
this facility which opens door for multiple, multidisciplinary collaborations. Objective: To demonstrate the validation and the operational 
feasibility of remote reporting using a digital pathology system. Materials and Methods: Our retrospective validation included whole‑slide 
images (WSIs) of 60 cases of histopathology and 20 cases each of frozen sections and a digital image‑based breast algorithm after a washout 
period of 3 months. Three pathologists with different models of consumer‑grade laptops reviewed the cases remotely to assess the diagnostic 
concordance and operational feasibility of the modified workflow. The slides were digitized on a USFDA‑approved Philips UFS 300 scanner 
at ×40 resolution (0.25 μm/pixel) and viewed on the Image Management System through a web browser. All the essential parameters were 
reported for each case. After successful validation, 886 cases were reported remotely from March 29, 2020, to June 30, 2020, prospectively. 
Light microscopy formed the gold standard reference in remote reporting. Results: 100% major diagnostic concordance was observed in the 
validation of remote reporting in the retrospective and prospective studies using consumer‑grade laptops. The deferral rate was 0.34%. 97.6% 
of histopathology and 100% of frozen sections were signed out within the turnaround time. Network speed and a lack of virtual private network 
did not significantly affect the study. Conclusion: This study of validation and reporting of complete pathology cases remotely, including 
their operational feasibility during a public health emergency, proves that remote sign‑out using a digital pathology system is not inferior to 
WSIs on medical‑grade monitors and light microscopy. Such studies on remote reporting open the door for the use of digital pathology for 
interinstitutional consultation and collaboration: Its main intended use.
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The hospital’s intranet/local area network provided 
600‑800 mbps bandwidth with access to laboratory information 
system (LIS), picture archiving and communication 
system (PACS), and web browser.

The UFS 300 scans at ×40 equivalent resolution (0.25 μm/pixel) 
using an Olympus 340 Plan Apo objective with a numerical 
aperture of 0.75, producing an image that is 1.0–1.5 GB in 
size. A great advantage with this system is the unsupervised, 
high‑throughput, walk‑away fast scanning. WSIs are the 
primary mode of subspecialty reporting in the laboratory. 
Over 500 slides are generated and digitized daily from 
formalin‑fixed, paraffin‑embedded tissue including H&E 
stains, special stains, immunohistochemistry (IHCs), and 
frozen section slides. From accession of samples to sign‑out 
of reports in the LIS, digital pathology is fully integrated into 
the workflow. Including patient demographics, test request 
form (TRFs) for clinical details, gross examination findings 
with section codes, and the gross specimen images, each folder 
on the IMS has all information necessary for reporting a case. 
During the COVID‑19 pandemic, our pathologists worked 
from home on consumer‑grade laptops. From March 25 to 
June 30, 2020, remote reporting of the entire day’s cases was 
tried for the first time.

This study presents validation of the digital pathology system 
for remote reporting to support clinical workflow, ensuring 
safety of pathology staff. The aims included:
1. Validation of a modified workflow and operational 

feasibility for remote reporting using digital pathology 
system

2. Assessment of diagnostic concordance on consumer‑grade 
monitors with medical‑grade monitors and light 
microscope.

MaterIals and Methods

Pre‑COVID workflow
Figure 1 describes the pre‑COVID‑19 workflow. Each sample 
accessioned in the laboratory was registered with a unique 
“H‑No” (histopathology number). Gross examination of 
specimens was carried out by residents as per our institutionally 
defined protocols. Tissue cassettes were labeled with unique 
alphanumeric codes to represent the site of sampling. Tissues 
were processed on an overnight schedule of 12–14 h on two 
automated tissue processors: Leica ASP 300 and Thermo Fisher 
ELIXIR. They were then embedded on a Leica Biosystems 
embedding station EC 1150. Proper orientation of tissue in 
the middle of the block and even spread of the tissue in the 
center was ensured. Sections of 2–3 μ thickness were cut on 
Leica rotary microtomes RTM 2250 and 2150. The sections 
were then spread uniformly on 1.0 mm thick glass slides with 
no folds and uniform thickness. The tissue section was placed 
exactly in the center of the slide with no >2 smaller sections 
of tissue on one slide. After staining with H&E stain on 
Leica Biosystems Autostainer 5020, the slides were mounted 
on Sakura Tissue‑Tek auto coverslip machine using film 

coverslip. 2D data matrix barcode labels were generated from 
the LIS and placed on the frosted end of the glass slide, with 
no overhanging edges. Prescan QC check included ensuring 
uniform slide edges, uniformly thin sections without tissue 
folds, no tissue out of coverslip, no air bubble, no markings, 
no overhanging coverslips, and no overhanging labels. Finally, 
the slides were loaded onto the UFS 300 scanner for overnight 
scanning.

IHC slides stained on Roche Ventana Benchmark XT and 
Biocare IntelliSite Pathology solutions were also digitized. 
Based on the details in the 2D data matrix barcode, all WSIs 
relating to a case were assembled in one folder on the IMS, 
tagged to respective organ systems, and assigned to the 
respective pathologist. The respective TRFs with clinical 
details, the description of gross specimens with section codes, 
and the images of gross specimens were uploaded, so that 
the entire information necessary for reporting of a case was 
available in the IMS folder.

Image quality check
Before the slides were loaded into the scanner, to avoid 
image artifacts, the digital pathology coordinator performed 
a macroevaluation as per the QC criteria. Both the coordinator 
and the reporting pathologist verified the quality of WSIs for 
each case. All outliers were documented. After appropriate root 
cause analysis and corrective action, rescanning was requested.

Report sign‑out
The trainees (fellows and residents) first previewed the cases 
either on light microscopes or on the WSI. They then composed 
a preliminary report for each case in the report templates. 
Finally, they reviewed the case again with the respective 
subspecialist pathologist for final reporting. The reports were 
prepared in the form of free‑texts, worksheet templates, and 
synoptic reports as College of American Pathologists (CAP) 
templates. They were then dictated and transcribed into the LIS 
and digitally signed out by the pathologist in charge. Cases that 
met the deferral criteria, such as those involving Helicobacter 
pylori or other microorganisms, or where the pathologist 
was not comfortable on WSI for the case, were reported on 
light microscopy (the term microscopy in this paper refers to 
traditional, analog bright field microscopy).

The average time to scan was 88 s, with an average scanned 
tissue size of 535 mm. The rescan rate was 0.51%. This was 
attributed mainly to barcode errors and large sections that were 
out of coverslip. In 0.27% of cases, because of fatty tissue, 
regions of interest (ROI) were missed. The deferral rate for 
microscopy was 0.28%. As a QC practice, every 25th case along 
with ten randomly picked up cases was reported again every 
month microscopically. Thus, 100% diagnostic concordance 
has been observed.

Workflow modification during COVID‑19
Figure 1 describes the modified workflow after the imposition 
of pandemic lockdowns, requiring pathologists to work from 
home. No modification was required in the prescan process, 
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i.e., specimen accession, gross specimen examination, 
preparation of formalin‑fixed and paraffin‑embedded tissue 
blocks, staining process, and generation of stained slides 
with 2D barcodes. Frozen sections were handled in the same 
way, but with additional safety precautions as per the CDC 
guidelines. The postscan process was modified and validated. 
This included access to the digital pathology images from a 
remote location for reporting and also sign‑out of reports in the 
LIS. Residents were included in the workflow in previewing 
cases, transcription in LIS, and verification of reports for 
typographical errors, before sign‑out by pathologists.

Human resources
Technologists and trainees who stayed close to the hospital were 
instructed to be available on rotation. Among the four consultant 
pathologists, one was 67 years old and hence was requested to 
stay at home as per government instructions. The other three 
pathologists took turns to visit the hospital every 3rd day. These 
steps ensured social distancing with minimal staff present in the 
laboratory. Procedures for safe handling of specimens during 
the pandemic were also implemented in the department as 
per the updated guidelines[4‑9] Frozen sections were accepted 
only when necessary, following discussion with the surgeons, 
and only if they had a negative presurgical screening report of 
SARS‑CoV‑2 (reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction).

Personal computers
All the pathologists and residents in the department owned 
personal consumer‑grade laptops. The monitor size varied 

from 12 to 15.6 inches (30.48–39.62 cm). All had access to 
the internet at their remote location through personal hotspots 
from data cards, routers, or 4G mobile phones hotspots that 
provided bandwidths ranging from 20 to 200 Mbps (megabits 
per second). Due to limited license for LIS installation, none 
had a virtual private network (VPN) setup on their personal 
laptops for access to the LIS.

The three pathologists had monitors with display resolutions 
ranging from 1280 × 800 pixels to 1440 × 900 pixels. Two 
owned MacBook Air laptops with built‑in graphic cards with the 
following standard specifications: 13.3‑inch diagonal LED‑backlit 
display with IPS technology, 2560 × 1600 native resolution at 
227‑pixels per inch, and M1 chip with 8‑core CPU, 7‑core GPU, 
and 16‑core‑Neural engine. The third one owned a Dell model with 
a 14‑inch monitor and 11th generation Intel® Core™ 15–1135G7 
Processor with NVIDIA® GeForce® MX350 and 2GB GDDR5 
graphics memory. They logged into the IMS through the secure 
URL on a web browser, using two‑step authentication. They 
connected to their respective workstations through the “AnyDesk” 
application to access the LIS and PACS. Each use case was validated 
on personal laptops before implementation of remote reporting, 
as per the CAP[10] and Royal College of Pathologists (RCPath) 
guidelines.[11] The entire process was assessed for risks, following 
which risk mitigation steps were defined.

Modification of reporting
For easy reference, respective subspecialist pathologists 
were supplied with blank worksheet templates and synoptic 

Figure 1: Digital pathology workflow pre COVID‑19 and during lockdown for remote reporting
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templates for each organ system. Against each case, the 
pathologists entered their reports into the ‘Reporting Grid’ 
on the IMS. These were printed from the IMS by the trainees 
and transcribed into the LIS. The pathologists remotely 
connected to their workstations and signed out the reports in 
the LIS. Other communications, such as requests for additional 
sections, deeper or serial sections, special stains, and IHCs, 
were conveyed over a phone call or E‑mail to the coordinator 
or indicated on the “Reporting Grid” in the IMS.

Validation
At the time of installation of the scanner, our initial retrospective 
validation study as per the CAP guidelines[10] had shown:
1. 97.6% concordance with light microscopy for primary 

diagnosis in histopathology
2. 96.2% concordance for cytopathology
3. 100% concordance for frozen sections.

The prospective validation study as per the RCPath 
guidelines[12] had shown a concordance of 99.3% for primary 
diagnosis. Digital image analysis with Visiopharm breast 
algorithm had shown 100% concordance for ERPR and Her‑2 
and 97.2% concordance for Ki67. These were validated on site 
on medical‑grade Barco monitors. However, when reporting 
from home, since different grades of monitors (rendering 
images with different resolutions) were used by each 
pathologist, digital image analysis on each screen needed to 
be validated.[11]

The following assumptions were made for the retrospective 
validation of remote reporting:
a. The WSIs that are available for review are already 

reported on medical‑grade monitors on site
b. Are comparable to light microscopy.

Case assignment
Each subspecialist pathologist was assigned WSIs of 100 
randomly selected retrospective cases. A washout period of 3 
months was followed. The 60 cases included 40 small biopsies 
and 20 large radical resection specimens. There were 18 benign 
cases and 42 malignant cases. The turnaround time for a small 
biopsy was 2 days and for a large resection specimen was 
4 days. Twelve cases had IHC slides along with H&E. Twenty 
cases each of frozen sections and breast biomarkers were also 
selected and assigned randomly. In all, there was a total of 2142 
WSIs from 300 cases. The pathologists were unaware of the 
signed‑out diagnosis of these cases.

Accessing cases and reporting
The pathologists accessed the cases through the secure URL on 
their web browser (usually Google Chrome), reviewed them, 
and entered their reports in the ‘Reporting Grid’ on the IMS 
for each case. The trainees downloaded these reports from 
the IMS and correlated them with the signed‑out diagnosis. 
The pathologists had been given all the relevant data on the 
IMS including the TRFs and gross specimen images. The 
reporting metrics included all relevant information such 
as top‑line diagnosis, margin status, lymphovascular and 

perineural invasion, mitosis count, lymph node status including 
extracapsular extension, pathological stage, and also ancillary 
testing where available.

Exclusion
Cytopathology cases and cases that met deferral criteria were 
excluded from the study.

Acceptance criteria
The acceptance criterion was a diagnostic concordance 
of >96%.[13,14]

Results of retrospective validation
Operational feasibility
All pathologists were given a survey after the sign‑out of each 
case. They had to mark each case over a scale of 0–5: “0” 
being unsatisfactory and “5” being very satisfactory [Chart 1].

On the operational feasibility of remote sign‑out, all three 
pathologists concurred positively. They did not have to make any 
changes to their personal laptops for image analysis. They could 
easily access the secure URL through a web browser and observe 
good image quality and toolbars. They could access all the data 
in the folder and could easily navigate between folders and WSIs. 
They could access their workstations and sign out the reports in the 
LIS. While there was network lag on some occasions, it did not 
affect the turnaround time or image quality significantly. None of 
them felt the need for changing the illumination, sharpness, contrast, 
or color intensity on their consumer‑grade laptops [Figure 2]. All 
the pathologists consented to practice of remote sign‑out. They 
found it easy to upload of reports onto the ‘Reporting Grid’ on the 
IMS and to download reports from the IMS.

Concordance rate
WSIs reported on site on medical‑grade monitors and remotely 
on personal laptops showed 100% major intraobserver 
diagnostic concordance. This was true for all three pathologists.

Two minor discordances were observed – Case of 
Dermatofibroma reported on medical grade monitor was 
reported as Neurofibroma on consumer grade laptop; similarly, 

Figure 2: Images from laptop; (a and b) invasive breast carcinoma; (c) lymph 
node with mitosis marked by green circle and red arrow; (d) giant cell 
tumor of bone on laptop
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a case of pyogenic granuloma reported on medical grade 
monitor was reported as Granulation tissue on consumer 
grade laptop. These did not significantly affect the clinical 
management. These were reviewed on light microscopy and 
concurred on WSI diagnosis on medical‑grade monitor. The 
three pathologists demonstrated 100% (60/60), 98.3% (59/60), 
and 98.3% (59/60) diagnostic concordance, with an average 
intraobserver diagnostic concordance of 98.9%. Frozen 
sections and breast algorithm showed 100% concordance 
each (20/20).

Report sign‑out
The residents downloaded the reports from the “Reporting 
Grid” on the IMS and transcribed them into the LIS. The 
pathologists accessed their workstation through “AnyDesk” 
remotely and signed out the reports in the LIS. In all the 
cases (100%), the target turnaround time was met.

Consensus on retrospective validation
All three pathologists concurred positively on operational 
feasibility of remote reporting and expressed their 
willingness to remotely sign‑out reports. As the workload 
during the pandemic was very low, we decided to implement 
remote sign‑out during the 3 months of lockdown, in 
correlation with reading on medical‑grade monitors and 
light microscopy.

Prospective validation – Experience “Going Live”
Pathologists visited the lab every 3rd day by rotation. The 
remote sign‑out included all specimen types such as biopsies, 
large radical resection specimens, special stains, and IHC 
slides. As a part of prospective validation, all cases that were 
reported remotely were reported again on medical‑grade 
monitors and light microscope on a visit to the laboratory. 
A provisional report was signed out remotely, subject to review 
on medical‑grade monitors and microscopes.

Caseload and distribution
During the lockdown period, 998 specimens were registered. 
Of these, 886 cases were reported remotely and signed‑out as 
“provisional reports.” 68 cases were reported on microscopy 
alone as they met our deferral criteria. Slides received in the 

remaining 44 cases (for secondary consultation from outside) 
were not digitized as they failed prescan QC, because of poor 
section and staining quality, handwritten labels, or overhanging 
coverslips. These had to be reported microscopically.

Of the 886 digitized cases, 576 cases were small biopsies such 
as needle biopsy or punch biopsy or curettage. 310 were large 
radical resection specimens. 195 were benign and 691 were 
malignant cases. A total of 8292 H&E and IHC glass slides 
were digitized. Table 1 shows subspecialty‑wise breakdown 
of cases. Breast cases formed the major load, followed by 
head and neck cases. Each case had three reads: laptop, 
medical‑grade monitor, and light microscopy, with a total of 
2658 reads as in Table 2. Table 3 shows the case distribution 
for each pathologist.

Of the 12 frozen sections received during this period, 4 cases 
were of breast lumpectomy and 5 cases of hemimandibulectomy 
for margins. One case each of a solitary thyroid nodule, 
hysterectomy, and ovarian mass were received for diagnosis. 
The cases were reported remotely by the respective 
subspecialist.

Forty‑three breast biomarkers (ER PR Her‑2 and Ki67) were 
reported, using the breast algorithm remotely. Correlation 
with morphology, tumor grade and microscopy was done 
before sign‑out.

Case assignment
After scanning, the slides were immediately made available 
in the IMS for reporting. The digital pathology coordinator 
then sent the pathologists a worklist of the day’s entire cases 
through an E‑mail or WhatsApp message. The TRFs with 
clinical details and gross examination findings (along with 
section codes and images of gross specimens) were uploaded 
in the IMS folder against each case [Figure 3]. The reporting 
template, with the trainees’ observations, was also available 
in the “Reporting Grid.” The pathologists could also access 
radiology images on PACS through their workstations.

Reporting and sign‑out
Trainees previewed the cases prior to pathologists’ review, 
either on the light microscope or by viewing WSIs on the 
medical‑grade monitor. They uploaded the templates in the 

Chart 1: User satisfaction scores for remote reporting (Satisfaction Scale 
of 0–5: 0 – Unsatisfactory, 5 – Very satisfactory

Table 1: Subspecialty distribution of cases for remote 
reporting

Organ system Total cases (%)
Head and neck 189 (21.3)
Breast 214 (24.2)
GI 153 (17.3)
Female reproductive organs 114 (12.9)
Urogenital and male reproductive system 96 (10.8)
Soft tissue and bone 47 (5.3)
Lung, mediastinum, and pleura 27 (3.0)
Lymph nodes 26 (2.9)
Others (CNS, skin, ear, endocrine organs) 20 (2.3)
GI: Gastro intestinal system, CNS: Central nervous system
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“Reporting Grid” for some cases. The pathologists then 
logged into the IMS through the secure URL on their web 
browser and independently reviewed all the cases. For each 
case, the findings were documented in the “Reporting Grid” 

on the IMS. The trainees then transcribed them into the LIS. 
Reporting in collaboration with trainees was done for some 
cases, when network speed was good. The pathologists 
accessed their workstation remotely through “AnyDesk” 

Table 2: Distribution of biopsies and radical resection cases for remote reporting

Organ system Total cases Biopsy Radical resection Total slides Total reads
Head and neck 189 118 71 1764 567
Buccal mucosa 71 43 1064
Retro molar trigone region 14 7 187
Gingivobuccal sulcus 15 9 228
Lip ‑ wide excision 2 2 31
Upper alveolus 7 3 110
Cricopharynx/nasopharynx/AE fold 3 each ‑ 18
Thyroid ‑ 4 84
Salivary gland ‑ 3 42
Breast including tru cut biopsy/breast conservative surgery 
with sentinel lymph node/mastectomy with axillary nodes

214 145 69 1547 642

GI 153 105 48 1278 459
Colorectum, anorectum, abdominoperineal resection 62 24 681
Right sided colon 7 6 136
Whipple’s 3 3 92
Stomach 15 9 190
Esophagus 8 5 107 ‑
Liver 10 1 72
Urogenital and male reproductive system 96 55 41 1807 288
Kidney 5 21 373
Prostate 36 11 1173
Testis 2 4 82
Bladder 7 2 95
Penis 5 3 84
Female reproductive system 114 68 46 1850 342
Cervix 38 10 472
Endometrium 13 16 532
Ovary and fallopian tube 12 19 822
Vagina/vulva/vault 5 1 24
Soft tissue and bone 47 22 25 487 141
Soft tissue 7 23 411
Bone, including synovium 15 2 76
Lymph nodes 26 18 8 156 78
Lung, mediastinum, and pleura 27 27 ‑ 107 81
Others (CNS, skin, ear, adrenal, eye) 20 18 2 96 60
GI: Gastro intestinal system, CNS: Central nervous system, AE: Aryepiglottic 

Table 3: Subspecialty pathologists distribution of cases, reads, and concordance rates

Site Subspecialty Cases 
reported

Number 
of reads

Discordance Overall 
concordance (%)

Pathologist A GI, female genital tract, male 
urogenital system, bone and soft 
tissue, others

367 1101 No major discordance. 3 minor discordance in 
subtyping. One case of granulosa cell tumor of ovary 
deferred for microscopy, due to poor nuclear features

99.2

Pathologist B Head and neck pathology, breast 
pathology, lung, mediastinum and 
pleura, lymphoid system, others

285 855 No major or minor discordance. One case of 
needle biopsy of Hodgkin lymphoma deferred for 
microscopy due to crush artefact

100

Pathologist C Head and neck pathology, breast 
pathology, hepatobiliary pathology, 
lymphoid system, others

234 702 No major or minor discordance. One case of NLPHL 
deferred for Microscopic confirmation due to 
occasional scattered R‑S cells

100

GI: Gastro intestinal system, NLPHL: Nodular lymphocyte predominant hodgkin lymphoma, R‑S: Reed‑sternberg
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and signed out the reports in the LIS as ‘provisional reports’. 
When the pathologists visited the laboratory on their rotation, 
they reviewed the WSIs again on medical‑grade monitors and 
microscope and signed out a final report. The interval between 
remote sign‑out and on‑site review was a maximum of 2 days. 
Breast algorithm was correlated with on‑site WSIs and light 
microscopy and reported.

Exclusion
• Slides received from outside for secondary consultation 

were not digitized due to prescan QC failure. Instead, 
these were reported on light microscopy

• Cytopathology cases were not reported remotely. CSF 
samples were reported by the pathologist on duty

• Cases that met deferral criteria were reported 
microscopically.

Result of “Going‑Live” (prospective validation)
For each case, the remote sign‑out of the provisional report was 
compared with the on‑site review on medical‑grade monitors 
and light microscopy, and concordance metrics were captured. 
Further, as done for retrospective validation, an experience 
survey was conducted.

Diagnostic concordance
For all the cases, the major diagnostic concordance between 
remote reporting on laptops, light microscopy, and WSIs 
studied on site on medical‑grade monitors was 100%. Only 
three minor discordances were observed, as in Table 4. 
The overall diagnostic concordance was 99.7%. Frozen 
section reports showed 100% concordance with paraffin 
sections. Breast algorithm also showed 100% concordance 
with WSIs on‑site and light microscopy. The reads on WSI 

on medical‑grade monitor and laptops also showed 100% 
diagnostic concordance.

The histological grade differed in three cases with a correlation 
between medical‑grade monitor and light microscopy. 
Lymphovascular and perineural invasion was missed in two 
cases as in Table 5. Reasons include the wider screen available 
on medical‑grade monitors and also possibly the pathologist’s 
oversight.

Deferral rate
Of the 886 cases reported remotely, 3 cases were deferred 
for microscopy. These included one case each of granulosa 
cell tumor of ovary, needle biopsy of Hodgkin lymphoma in 
a retroperitoneal node, and nodular lymphocyte predominant 
Hodgkin lymphoma. These accounted for 0.34% deferral of 
cases.

The pathologists collaborated online and consulted for 
opinions in four cases. They concurred on cases of serous 
carcinoma of the ovary with SET‑like features, giant 
cell tenosynovitis (localized), and a case of Kikuchi’s 
lymphadenitis. The fourth case, where a consensus was not 
reached (Type B1 thymoma vs. non‑Hodgkin lymphoma), 
was reviewed on medical‑grade monitor and light microscopy 
on a visit to the laboratory. A consensus opinion of Type B1 
thymoma was signed out.

WSI provided better diagnosis in two cases [Table 6]. The 
diagnosis on medical‑grade monitor and laptop screen were 
concordant, but did not match with light microscopy. A second 
look on microscopy confirmed the WSI diagnosis; the previous 
discordance was attributed to oversight by the pathologist while 
maneuvering the glass slide on the microscope.

Turnaround time
Pathologists met the turnaround time, including for frozen 
sections, for 97.3% of the cases. The 2.7% of cases that were 
delayed either required additional sampling from the specimen 
or discussion in the virtual tumor board.

Rescan rate
As our workflow was validated and well monitored, the rescan 
rate during lockdown period was only 0.33%. It was mainly 
attributed to large sections out of coverslip and barcode errors. 
The ROI was missed in 0.17% of cases due to pure fatty tissue. 
These did not significantly affect the interpretation, as the 
macroimage option on the IMS helped in identifying lost areas 
on the slide. A second look on medical‑grade monitors and 
light microscopy also showed no missed diagnosis correlating 
with macroimage view.

Network speed
Network speed, though slow on some days, did not significantly 
affect the image quality or turnaround time for reports.

dIscussIon

This study presents retrospective and prospective validation of 

Figure 3: Images from Image Management System on laptop; 
(a) Test request form; (b) gross specimen image; (c) case 
assembly; (d) “Reporting Grid;” (e) breast algorithm; (f) PDF copy of 
report on Image Management System
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b

f

a
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a digital pathology solution and its operational feasibility for 
remote reporting. Retrospective validation included establishing 
diagnostic concordance between WSIs on medical‑grade 
monitors and consumer‑grade laptops as well as validating 
modified workflow for remote sign‑out. Prospective validation 
included monitoring the operational feasibility, training 
pathologists on consumer‑grade laptops, as well as establishing 
diagnostic concordance between WSIs on laptops, medical‑grade 
monitors, and microscopy. Our study successfully demonstrated 
operational feasibility of remote reporting with a 100% major 
diagnostic concordance between the three modalities.

CAP, Digital Pathology Association, and RCPath provide 
guidelines for the validation of digital pathology systems 
for primary diagnosis.[10,12,15] Several validation studies and 
noninferiority concordance studies from different institutions 
across the globe show good concordance between WSIs 
and light microscopy.[13,16‑23] However, there are no formal 
studies comparing diagnostic concordance of WSIs on 
medical‑grade monitors, consumer‑grade laptops, and 
light microscopy. Studies comparing remote reporting with 
on‑site reporting are also not available to our knowledge, 
except one recently conducted at Memorial Sloan‑Kettering 

Table 4: Discordant cases between reads on laptop, medical grade monitor, and light microscopy

Site Diagnosis on laptop WSI diagnosis on 
medical grade monitor

Light microscopy 
diagnosis

Remarks

Thigh mass, needle 
biopsy

Undifferentiated 
pleomorphic sarcoma

Dedifferentiated 
liposarcoma

Dedifferentiated 
liposarcoma

Minor discordance in subtyping

J‑needle (Jamshidi) 
bone biopsy

Giant cell lesion 
(subtyping not done)

Chondroblastoma Chondroblastoma Minor discordance in subtyping, as pathologist 
was not able to access PACS for radiology images

Ovarian cyst Serous cyst adenoma 
of ovary

Seromucinous cyst 
adenoma of ovary

Seromucinous cyst 
adenoma of ovary

Minor discordance in subtyping, mucinous cells 
were missed by pathologist due to tissue fold

WSI: Whole‑slide image, PACS: Picture archiving and communication system

Table 5: Concordance between different pathologic observations among three modalities

Site Major 
concordance (%)

Discordance 
(%)

Remarks

Histologic type and grade 99.2 0.8 Correlated in all three modalities
Margin status (especially 
for dysplasia)

100 0 Correlated in all three modalities

Lymphovascular/
perineural invasion

99.7 0.3 Small vessel invasion missed in a case of Breast carcinoma and colonic carcinoma, by 
the pathologist

Depth of invasion 100 0 Measurement on WSIs is more accurate
Lymph node 
status (micro/macro/ITC)

100 0 A micro‑metastasis (0.03 mm) of papillary carcinoma of thyroid was picked up on 
WSIs and was missed by pathologist while maneuvering the slide on microscope stage

Extra nodal 
extension (major/minor)

100 0 Measurement on WSIs is more accurate

Pathologic stage 100 0 Correlated well in all three modalities
WSIs: Whole‑slide images, ITC: Isolated tumor cell

Table 6: Discordant cases between reads on laptop, medical grade monitor and light microscopy

Site Remote diagnosis on laptop WSI diagnosis on 
medical grade monitor

Light microscopy 
diagnosis

Remarks

Subtotal 
glossectomy 
with 
modified 
radical neck 
dissection

Metastatic squamous cell 
carcinoma. In addition, 
one node in level 3 showed 
metastasis of papillary 
carcinoma of thyroid (0.03 mm)

Metastatic squamous 
cell carcinoma. In 
addition, one node 
in level 3 showed 
metastasis of papillary 
carcinoma of 
thyroid (0.03 mm)

Metastatic deposit 
of squamous cell 
carcinoma of tongue

Review again on microscopy confirmed 
papillary carcinoma (0.03 mm) deposit 
in a level 3 node. This focus was missed 
by the pathologist while maneuvering the 
slide on microscope. WSI provided a wider 
view of the slide and was easy to pick up at 
low power. Patient on further investigation 
showed a thyroid nodule of 1 cm. FNA 
confirmed papillary carcinoma

Inguinal 
node biopsy

EBV associated diffuse large B 
cell lymphoma

EBV associated diffuse 
large B cell lymphoma

Non‑Hodgkin 
lymphoma ‑ Difficulty 
in subtyping on IHC

Difficulty in interpreting IHC expression 
of scattered large cells in a T‑Cell rich 
background. WSI was better in interpretation 
of marker expression due to a wider screen 
and zoom in option to identify neoplastic 
cells in a nonneoplastic cell rich background

IHC: Immunohistochemistry, WSI: Whole‑slide image, FNA: Fine needle aspiration, EBV: Epstein‑barr virus
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Cancer Center (MSKCC)[24] and one by Vodovnik et al.
[25‑27] Our study is similar to these studies, but in addition, 
shows the validation of operational feasibility and diagnostic 
concordance between the three modalities: remote reporting 
on laptops, on‑site reporting on medical‑grade monitors, and 
light microscopy.

Following the approval of remote sign‑out by the Center 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services/Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments (CMS/CLIA) and USFDA 
approval of two digital pathology systems for primary 
diagnosis and on site reporting[1,3,28], pathologists are showing 
increasing acceptance of digital pathology for primary 
diagnosis. Although collaboration and remote reporting are 
the main advantages of digital pathology, they have not been 
widely explored and adopted. The COVID‑19 pandemic has 
presented an opportunity for pathologists to review and report 
remotely, ensuring the safety of health‑care personnel without 
compromising the continuity of patient care. Our study is one 
of the first of its kind that proves that digital pathology is an 
excellent tool for remote reporting.

Currently, there are no regulatory guidelines on the use of 
digital pathology systems in India. Our study proves the point 
that compared to on‑site reporting (either on medical‑grade 
monitors or light microscopy), remote reporting is not inferior.

Guidelines for working from home were provided by the 
RCPath in 2014.[29] Recently, the General Medical Council 
approved remote reporting in the United Kingdom,[30] and the 
CAP issued remote sign‑out guidance in the United States[31,32] 
to be used with appropriate validation in the wake of the 
COVID‑19 emergency, to ensure the safety of health‑care 
workers. Validation guidelines for remote reporting published 
recently by RCPath[11] emphasize the validation of computer 
monitors and training of pathologists.

CAP and RCPath guidelines on the validation of digital 
pathology systems state that each pathology laboratory 
should perform their own validation study, for each clinical 
use. In keeping with these guidelines, our validation included 
surgical pathology slides, frozen section slides, and IHC slides, 
including the breast algorithm from Visiopharm. Cases that met 
our deferral criteria, cases of cytopathology, and secondary 
consultation cases were excluded from the study. We also 
validated our modified postscan workflow of remote access 
to URL, diagnostic reporting on IMS, ordering of ancillary 
tests, and sign‑out of reports in LIS remotely. These also 
included validation of vendor‑agnostic features, involvement 
by trainees, and collaboration.

For validation, the CAP recommends a washout period of 
2 weeks to avoid recall bias.[10] The WSIs selected for our 
retrospective validation had a washout period of 3 months. On 
the other hand, the washout period for prospective validation 
was just 2 days owing to the requirement of meeting the 
turnaround time for reports, as in the study at MSKCC.[24] The 
remote sign‑out reports were available as “provisional reports,” 

which clinicians could view on the LIS. After review on‑site, 
a final report was signed out.

Our retrospective validation study showed that major 
intraobserver diagnostic concordance between WSIs on laptops 
and medical‑grade monitors was 100%. Prospective validation 
with all three modalities also showed major diagnostic 
concordance of 100%. This is in line with the Q‑Probe 
study (which had a median of 5.1% discrepancy) and the 
MSKCC study. Our diagnostic concordance is also comparable 
to studies that show discordance of 4.9% and 3.6% for WSI 
with glass slides as the reference standard.[13,14] Similar criteria 
were used in our study with <4% as acceptable discordance 
rate. The reference standard in our study was light microscopy 
for prospective validation. WSI on medical‑grade monitor, 
that is comparable to light microscopy in our laboratory, 
formed the reference for retrospective validation. We had no 
major intraobserver discrepancy in both retrospective and 
prospective validation. There were two minor discordances 
in retrospective validation and three minor discordances in 
prospective validation, with overall intraobserver concordance 
rate of 98.9% and 99.7%, respectively, which is comparable 
to the study by Hanna et al. at MSKCC.[24]

Williams et al. in the RCPath guidelines[11] recommend 
validation of remote reporting, including the risk mitigation 
strategy on the consumer monitors, before implementation. 
For comfortable reporting on consumer‑grade monitors, 
they recommend the use of 24‑inch monitors, changing the 
display to sRGB and regular calibration. They observed that 
pathologists would find it easy to adapt to remote reporting if 
they are experienced in reporting on WSI and have been a part 
of the validation study. They emphasized the impact of digital 
slide quality and the reporting environment like ergonomic 
factors and natural light. By including pathologists in our initial 
validation study and providing them with a good validated 
workflow, good digital slide quality, and routine reporting on 
WSIs daily, we made adoption to remote reporting easy. To 
assess their comfort levels, we validated the WSIs on their 
personal laptops and did not feel the need for making any 
changes to the personal laptops.

Clarke et al.,[33,34] in their studies, have described the procedure 
for validation of consumer monitors using point of use quality 
assurance (POUQA) strategy. Our study did not raise the need 
for validation of consumer‑grade monitors.

Wright et al.[11,35] recommend a maximum luminescence 
of 350 cd/m2 or more, a resolution of 3 megapixels or 
24inches, and display curve gamma 2.2, or sRGB if a web 
browser is used. They also recommend quality assurance 
using the POUQA test. Our study showed 100% intraobserver 
major concordance between WSIs on Barco monitors and 
consumer‑grade laptops without the need for any such change.

In a validation and concordance study by Hanna et al. at 
MSKCC,[24] 12 pathologists from nine surgical subspecialties 
participated in remote reporting during this public emergency. 
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They reported 100% intraobserver major diagnostic 
concordance with glass slides, with an overall concordance 
of 98.8%. All pathologists used computer monitors of 
13.3–42.2 inches, with a resolution of 1280 × 800 to 
3840 × 2160 pixels, connecting to an institution workstation, 
through a secure VPN, without any change in their computer 
configuration. 108 cases were reported with a median WSI size 
of 1.3 GB, an average scan time of 90 s, and average tissue 
size of 612 mm2. Our study included 100 validation cases 
and 886 live cases, with three pathologists being a part of the 
study over a period of 12 weeks. Our median WSI size was 
1.21 GB, with an average scan time of 83 s and an average 
tissue size of 553 mm2.

Vodovnik et al.[14,26] in their study on validation of routine 
surgical pathology cases included autopsies, cytology, frozen 
sections, as well as remote sign‑out. Diagnostic concordance 
for remote and on‑site reporting was not performed. However, 
a network speed of 20 Mbps was concluded, to be an adequate 
speed for remote reporting. In our study, three pathologists 
used network speed of 20–200 mbps and did not face major 
technical problems.

Our validation study showed excellent concordance between 
WSIs on medical‑grade monitors (Barco) that were available 
on site and WSIs on personal laptops used at remote locations. 
No adjustment of illumination, contrast, sharpness, or intensity 
was necessary. In addition, the excellent scanning technology 
on Philips UFS 300 with excellent images and ease of report 
upload on IMS were added advantages. The case details and 
gross specimen images on the IMS made reporting easier. 
Good consumer‑grade laptops provided excellent technical 
support.

Our pathologists’ experience in their respective subspecialty 
ranges from 5 to 19 years. They have been using digital 
pathology for primary diagnosis on‑site for more than a year. 
All three opined positively on remote reporting and sign‑out 
and also on the use of consumer‑grade laptops, web browsers, 
and sign‑out in the LIS. The two limitations faced by us, lack 
of VPN on laptops to access WSIs through contextual launch 
on our LIS and slow internet connectivity on some occasions, 
did not significantly influence the image quality or turnaround 
time for reports.

conclusIon

The COVID‑19 pandemic has struck the globe unexpectedly, 
making social distancing and work from home a norm. Digital 
pathology is an excellent technology, which is well integrated 
with the workflow. Along with a team approach, it proves that 
remote reporting and sign‑out is noninferior to on‑site reporting 
and is comparable to WSIs on medical‑grade monitors and 
light microscopy. Such studies on remote reporting opens 
the door for the use of digital pathology for interinstitutional 
consultation and collaboration. Regulatory bodies have 
approved remote reporting and can refine guidelines for 
validation and user acceptability.
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